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Qualitative Description of Charge Flow in a pn Junction

- Potential barrier for electrons and holes : 

Equilibrium:  eVbi

Reverse biased:  e( Vbi + VR )

Forward biased:  e( Vbi - Va )

The smaller potential barrier means that the 

electric field in the depletion region is also 

reduced.

The smaller electric field means that the electrons and holes are no longer held back in the n and p region, respectively.

 There will be a diffusion of holes from the p region (and a diffusion of electrons from n region)

 The flow of charge generates a current through the pn junction

The injected holes/electrons into the n/p region : acts as excess minority carriers.

 The behavior of these minority carriers is described by the ambipolar transport equations.

 There will be diffusion as well as recombination of excess carriers in these regions.



Qualitative Description of Charge Flow in a pn Junction

 Abrupt depletion layer approximation

 Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation

 Low injection

 Total current is a constant. Electron and 

hole currents are continuous functions 

through the pn structures and constant 

throughout the depletion region.

Ideal Current-Voltage Relationship



Boundary Conditions
: define the relation between the 

electrons in n-type and p-type 

regions

For a forward bias condition,  Vbi  ( Vbi – Va ) :

: the minority electron concentration in p-type region edge is 

increased from its thermal equilibrium value.

Similarly, the minority hole concentration in n-type region 

edge is increased from its thermal equilibrium value :



Example 8.1 : A silicon pn junction at T = 300K with Nd = 1016 cm-3 and a forward bias of 0.6 V is applied to the junction. 

Calculate the minority carrier hole concentration at the edge of the space charge region.



Minority Carrier Distribution

Ambipolar transport equation for excess minority holes in n region :

In n region for x > xn , E = 0 and g’ = 0, also 

assume steady state : 

Boundary conditions :
General solutions : 



Ideal pn Junction Current

Total current : the minority carrier hole diffusion current at x = xn

+ the minority carrier electron diffusion current at  x = -xp.

(neglect the minority carrier drift current at the neutral region)

Similarly, electron diffusion current :

Each electron and hole currents are continuous and constant through the 

depletion region.

where,



Ideal pn Junction Current

Total current : the minority carrier hole diffusion current at x = xn

+ the minority carrier electron diffusion current at  x = -xp.

(neglect the minority carrier drift current at the neutral region)

Similarly, electron diffusion current :

Each electron and hole currents are continuous and constant through the 

depletion region.

where,



Minority carrier diffusion current densities :

Neutral  p region (far away from junction) : mostly hole drift current

Neutral  p region (near SCR) : minority electron diffusion current  + majority hole drift current

Neutral  n region (far away from junction) : mostly electron drift current

Neutral  n region (near SCR) : minority hole diffusion current + majority electron drift current

Space Charge Region : electron and hole diffusion currents 

Example 8.4 : A silicon pn junction at T = 300K with Js = 4.15ⅹ10-11 A/cm2 , Nd = 1016 cm-3 and Va = 0.65 V. 

What is the electric field to produce a given majority carrier drift current ?

At neutral  n region far away from SCR :



Temperature effect


